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INTRODUCTION

This paper constitutes an analysis of Honey Bee Communication:

An

2

Enquiry into Two Conceptions of Animal Behavior , a unit of classroom
discussion modules developed by the Patterns of Enquiry Project, the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.

The conceptual framework of

the analysis consists of four major items (descriptive characteristics,
theoretical orientation, instructional orientation, comparison and evaluation)
and appropriate sub-items.

In this study, an attempt is made to determine

the significance of certain factors which might aid in the prediction of
curricular outcomes of the unit.
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1.

1.

DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

In4tuetionat Media
The Honey Bee Communication unit consists of two boo

student edition and a teacher edition.

- a

The student edition is printed on

the right hand page, and the left hand page is blank.

The page is divided

vertically, in half, so that the left half contains the textual content.
A distinguishing characteristic of this content is the extensive use made
of excerpts taken from original research reports.
ere linked together by connecting commentary.

The original quotations

The right half contains a

variety of instructional information and directions, including additional
information, questions and explanatory comments.

The teacher edition

contains the full student edition plus the teacher's introduction and the
left hand page divided vertically, in half.

The left half contains

tentative answers to the students' questions and the right half of the
teacher page contains a running analys. 3 of the original
(Figure 1).

quotations

Both editions also contain tables, figures, and photographs

keyed to specific sections of the text (Figures 2, 3, 4).
The teacher's introduction consists of the following six sections:
Organization of the Unit, Goals of the Unit, Classroom Discussion,

Purposes of the Guide, Orientation of the Unit, and Suggested Ways of Using
the Unit.

The students' introduction deals explicitly with two themes,

knowledge and enquiry.

Consistent with the purpose of the material as a discussion unit, the
authors have stressed the textual account and left the development of
-appropriate laboratory activities for the teacher. -Field trips, film

strips, slides, etc. are not obligatory to the teaching of the unit and
are left to the discretion of the teacher

for use as supplementary aids.

No special classroom facilitiei are required and the suggested time period
for classroom use is 3-4 weeks.
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2.

COuhAe Content
The Honey Bee Communication unit was designed for use in grades 9-13

in any high school biology course or as a segment of a general science
course.

The content is divided into three parts (Figure 5).

The first

part, consisting of sections I and II, presents the original writings of
Karl von Frisch and exemplifies his conception of bee dances as a language
for locating food.

In section I the student is introduced to von Frisch s initial problem
concerning bee dances and feeding habits.

This problem is two-fold, namely:

Row do bees communicate? and Do bees have a language?

Various environmental

and bee-specific componeuts of the problem are identified.

Reports of

experiments to test various hypotheses are presented and using the textual
questions the student is invited to "make sense" of the logic of each
investigation and its resulting outcomes.

Using the original writings as

a source of data, the student is requested to collect evidence for an
argument.

This evidence involves identifying, interpreting and assessing,

various aspects of von Frisch's enquiries.

For example, question two

involves the identification of an hypothesis, an interpretation of its
relationship to von Frisch's conception and an assessment of his testing
procedures.

Reports of experiments to test the following hypotheses are

presented in section I:
-

that the round dance is a symbol communicating a source of nectar

and the waggle dance is a symbol communicating a source of pollen
(Figure 4).

-

that bee dances communicate data about the distance of a food source
from the hive.

-

that round and waggle dances have meaning in terms of differing
distances of the food source from the hive (Figure 2).

Von Frisch interprets his findings resulting in claims that characteristics
of foraging bee dances communicate various aspects of distance information
to recruiter bees.

Through the questioning procedure of the unit, provision
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is made for the student to understand the claim, the methods by which it
was derived and the tentative nature or warrantability of the claim.
Section II introduces the student to further enquiries of von Frisch
concerning the nature of bee communication.

The hypotheses being tested are

as follows:

-

that bees use olfaction to locate food - bees empty their scent
organs in flight to provide a scent-path for recruits.

-

that bees receive direction as well as distance information from
the dance - the direction-of the straight run of the waggle dance,

determined by orientation to the sun, communicates the direction
of a food source (Figure 3).

, Emphasis is placed upon student understanding of the effect of guiding
conceptions on experimental design, the nature of assumptions and the
reliability of knowledge claims.

Von Frisch concluded that bees communicate the

direction of food sources from the hive in relation to the sun and that
olfaction is not a guide to direction at great distances.
The second part of the unit (sections III and IV) presents the original
writings of Adrian Wenner and Dennis Johnson.

These enquiries demonstrate

an alternative conception of bee dances as an unused source of information
about food location.

In section III, the student is introduced to Wenner's critical
examination of von Frisch's conception of bee behavior.

The major criticism

was directed toward the effect von Frisch's conception had upon his experimental design.

Wenner suggested that the design of the previous experiments

excluded the degree to which olfaction could play an important role.

He

redesigned the experiment, tested von Frisch's distance hypothesis, and his
outcomes confirmed it.

However, three further experiments with design

modifications produced outcomes contrary to the "language" hypothesis.

Thus,

while not entirely rejecting von Frisch's conception, Wenner concluded that
the experiment from which evidence was taken to support the dance "language"
hypothesis was inadequately designed.

In this section, the student

investigates the challenges made upon a guiding conception and its effect
upon experimental outcomes.

The nature of "controls" and "artifacts" in
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experimentation, the revisionary nature of scientific outcomes, the partial
interpretation of data, and the generation of new questions from investigations are the primary aspects of scientific enquiry treated.
Section IV introduces the student to Johnson's critical examination of

von Frisch's conception of bee behavior as innately patterned.

At the

outset, the reasons for Johnson's criticisms and indications of his guiding
conception are sought. A aescription of an experiment designed to disprove
the "language" hypothesis follows and provision is made for comparisons with

von Frisch's and Wenner's experiments.

Reports of experiments to test the

hypothesis that conditioned responses (such as odor) play an important role
in locating food sources are presented and the student is asked to assess

Johnson's experimental design, data collection and data interpretation.
Johnson concludes his enquiry by claiming that the dance patterns do
contain precise information but that bees fail to use this information

with the same precision in-locating food and that conditioned responses such
as local odor clues play an important role.

The end of this section

provides for student assessment of the adequacy of alternative guiding
conceptions.
The third part (sections V, VI, -VII) of the unit consists of a com-

parison of the alternative conceptions of bee behavior.

Using research

reports excerpted from a scientific journal, the authors have juxtaposed
this material such that the nature of debate within the scientific community
is presented to the student.
Section V contains von Frisch's defence of his dance language
conception.

In the writings, he responds to the criticisms of Wenner and

Johnson by criticising the design of their experiments and defending his
own.

He describes specific experimental techniques (eg. Wenner's method

of training bees) which he claims resulted in errors of interpretation.
Furthermore, he argues that his experiments were properly controlled in
spite of the criticisms of his opponents and uses some of Wenner's data as
support of the dance language hypothesis. The student is requested to assess
the evidence cited and the form of his argument.
In section VI, the original writings consist of a ser_es of excerpts
taken frost a paper in which Wenner and Johnson collaborated to defend their
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olfaction conception.

Using more detail, they outlined their conception

of how bees locate food sources.

Distinct differences between the way

they viewed the phenomena (as a "dynamic system") and von Frisch's
The student is requested to search the report

conception are expressed.

for terms indicating the different conceptions and to formulate an
argument concerning the adequacy of these diverse points of view." The
function of scientific debate and how it contributes to erquiry is
demonstrated.

For example, in this section, the disagreement appears to be

founded basically

upon the differing guiding conceptions and resulting

interpretations; however, the specific variations accrue from a question, of
adequately "controlling" within the experimental design.

Wenner and

Johnson argue that von Frisch's statement of the problem, design of
experiment, collection and interpretation of data are primarily influenced
by his guiding conception.

Student investigation into the role of guiding

conceptions and their assumptions is emphasized.
Section VII introduces the student to Wenner's and Johnson's test of
the competing conceptions.

Through-a report of their investigations, they

attempt to disprove rather than confirm an hypothesis, test the assumptions
underlying guiding conceptions, and thertby clntrast the two hypotheses.

The experimental procedures and collected data are reported and the student
is requested to assess the adequacy of its interpretation and resulting
knowledge claims.

The researchers claim that the experimental outcomes

supported the olfaction hypothesis but admit that there is a correlation

between the dance manoeuvre and distance and direction travelled by foragers.
Having read much of the evidence presented by the major protagonists
involved in the study of bee behavior, the student is invited to formulate
his own conceptions and support it with experimental evidence.

An illustrated appendix presents some initial data and the experimental
apparatus one might use to investigate bee behaviour from another point of
view.

It involves an enquiry into the role of bee sounds as a possible

means of communication.

No reports of experimentation are presented and it

provides a starting point for student enquiry into the problem itself.

II.

1.

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

Rationale
There are no explicit statements in the Honey Bee Communication unit

which assert the educational functions intended through use of these
materials.

Elsewhere, however, the project director has elaborated on the

curricular perspective of these modules
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Primary emphasis is placed upon

a liberal education in the disciplines of science as qpposed to but not
the total exclusion of other kinds of education (eg. technical, professional,
specialist, etc.).

Connelly claims that a liberal education in biology can

function so as to contribute to increased

6/Leedom and power!. with /tweet

to biology if that experience [is] 4tkuctuked accokding to pkinciplea o6
4

enquiky

.

He argues that the curricular significance of this power may be

realized if biological knowledge is viewed in terms of its form and matter.
Its 60AM As given by the logical -:-.ttekns used in enquimp -Us
matte& is given by the gads, hypotheses, and theokies that
make up the ediiiee o6 biologic knowledge. Pattekns o6 enquiry
are kestkieted in number and tepkesent the e66ectively dii6ekent
uays o6 viewing biologic subject mattek; on the other hand,
the &Lets, hypotheses, and theories are mani6old, and they
change an axe subsumed a4 new, more powequt knowledge AA generated.
Pattekns o6 enquiky exhibit stability and axe the basis lot a
tibekat education in biology. They axe the cukkiculak petspeeIn
tives £tom which students may study the content o6 biology.
shoat, the distinction between 6oAm4 o6 enquiky and the conceptual
and 6actual matters o6 biology pkovides On a cukkiculum having
a stable kamewokh within which to treat the vakiable content of
biology. 5

The stable framework is based on principles of enquiry (guiding conceptions)
and their respective patterns.

The structural components of a pattern of

enquiry are represented in the way pkobtem4 are bounded for enquiry, the kind
of data which pass as evidence, the way intekpketation4 of the evidence are made,
and the terms in which knowtedge outcomes are stated.

Enquiry, in this

view, is a 60Am 06 know/edge 44 experienced by the scientist and his
research accounts are records of the process in which he comes to anunderstanding about the world.

The outcomes of that process are the

knowledge claims which are considered as assertions or propositions contingent
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upon the components of enquiry.

Connelly states that the curricular

significance of this philosophy resides in the degree to which biology as a
form of knowledge experienced by researchers can become a form of knowledge
experienced by students.

The content of Honey Bee Communication suggests that the unit reflects this
rationale. The use of two competing theories of bee feeding behavior permits the
student to examine the components of enquiries and judge the adequacy of their
outcomes.

This orientation stresses the way in which biology contributes to the

social and intellectual activities of the individual student.

Such an emphasis

could be said to reflect the aims of a liberal education
2.

Objectives

The teacher's edition specifies that this unit contributes to four goals
of science education.

The potential for achieving these objectives can be

determined by examining the content and by examining its mode of instruction.
The latter will be discussed in another section of this paper.
Goat 1.

An andeutanding of the major themies of honey bee
communication aasociated with the& 4eaAch Lon nectak.

The content of Honey Bee Communication presents the major theories of bee
feeding behavior by means of the original enquiries of von Frisch, Wenner
and Johnson.

The patterns of enquiry which contributed to the formulation

of these theories are represented in detail.
Goat 2.

An undeAstanding oL the panto (eg. pubtem4, Last,
intaptetation) of pattekn4 oL enquiry and how these
pattean6 contkibute t4 the "status" oti knowledge eta ma.

The structural components of patterns of enquiry can be identified in all
sections of the unit.

The format of the original writings, students'

questions, possible answers, and analyses contribute to their identification.
For example, the following pattern of enquiry is located in section 1:

Table 1.

1.

Guiding Conception

von Frisch's Pattern of Enquiry
His conception is that bees communicate
by dancing to recruit food-gatherers and
thus balance the number of foragers with
the amount of food available.
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Do bees have

2.

Problem

How do bees communicate?
a language?

3.

Data

Data collected include the geometrical
movements of bees which have returned to
the hive and the number of foraging
newcomers which subsequently appear at
a distant feeding place.

4.

Interpretation

The distance of the feeding place is
indicated by the "waggle run frequency"
of bee dances.

5.

Knowledge Outcome

He claims that bees do have a language
- the symbols of which are reflected in
components of the dance.

According to the teacher's introduction, understanding the status of a knowledge
claim requires a determination of its validity and reliability.

The validity

of a claim refers to its significance in explaining biological phenomena.
Reliability refers to its accuracy in accounting for phenomena.

The unit makes

provision for such determinations by the extensive use of the original writings
of honey bee researchers.

For example, von Frisch's claim that bees communicate

distance information by means of a dance "language" is valid since, if it is
correct, it helps to-explain their behaviour.

Howver, the reliability of the

claim is by since Wenner and Johnson present other legitimate interpretations
of the dat
Goat 3.

The 'Leading skit& and habita oi mind that attow a
Auden t to necoveA the meaning oi knoxtedge ctaima.

In this unit, the use of original research writings provides for the
recovery of meaning of biological knowledge independent of a curriculum
writer.

The student is freed from the constraints of interpretation by a

textbook author and with a grasp of the conceptual framework of enquiry the
student could discover meaning independent of the teacher.
Goat 4.

The evatuative 4k

2 and haUt6 of mind that allow a
knowtedge etaim4.

atudent to a6.4 e4,4 the atatua o

Honey Bee Communication presents alternative patterns of enquiry which
produce diverse knowledge outcomes.

Given that a student understands how

each pattern yielded its interpretations, the unit provides for the contrasting of enquiries for assessment of logical consistency, phenomena-concept
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correspondence, postulational outcomes, etc.

Part three, containing the

criticisms and defences of the enquirers is a case in point.
questions (from section VII) solicit the use of these skills:

4*

a44umption

this 4tatement based?

The following

Upon what

What conception oi bee Seeding behaviors

was used a4 a baai4 ion genekating then expekimentat pnocedunee Which
pediction4 arse 4uppoAted by the data and which arse not?

Consistent with his view of organizing curres,,Iect to forms of enquiry, Connelly asserts t.

1

-Aerials with

he latter three goals

reflect elcmets of the power of these principles in the liberal education
of an individual.

In general, the content of the unit and its objectives

aro consistent with the rationale.
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III INSTRUCTIONAL ORIENTATION

1.

n4tkuctionat Theory
The teaching strategy intended for instruction using this unit is

described in the teacher's introduction as Enquihy into Enquiky.

Connelly

describes some principles of this theory of instruction as follows:
White the matekiat4 604 an enquiky inatkuctionat mode ketitect
debate within the pletd, enquiky inatkuction generates debate
within the cta44400m.
Cta44Aoom debate centehz on the anatomy
oi a pattern oi enquihy and itz Sunctiona in the aukkicutak
recovery o6 meaning ol5 knowledge ctaimo.
For instance, depending on what parts ol5 the papek are chosen as evidence, there
may be aevekat anWeAA to the aimpte question "What i4 the
pubtem undek ,investigation." The debate generated in a com-

panative &Once and anaty444 oi each answer in the context
oi a search Son the beat, i.e. most adequate, anawek conatitutea
an enquiky into enquiky discu44ion. Student4 axe asked to buitd
arguments 04 theik pozitionz using evidence tom the papers.
They axe asked to heap the arguments os othek students and to
compare the adequacy ol5 theik akgument4 04 making sense (y6 the
pattern os enquiky as a whole. And they axe asked,
S neceaaaky,
to withhotd judgment and to Let divekaity stand pending diacuaaion
oi the entire pattern os enquiky; .its guiding conception, Aequiked
and cot tected data, intekpketation, statement 415 outcome, and the
role played by the pkincipee and pubtem akea.7
enquiky into Enquirty is seen as a method of discussion involving the active

participation of students toward a search for xnowledge and a mastery of
skills. .It allows for the use of these skills through an engagement in the
intellectual activities of thought and communication.

As such, the instruc-

tional mode contributes to the objectives of the unit and its function in a
liberal education.

2. Etement4 otc luittuctionat newly

The format of the Honey Bee Communication unit is conducive to an enquiry
discussion process.

The original writings consist of debate materials, the

questions are exemplary of biological enquiry, and the sequence of sections is
appropriate to the development of knowledge concerning bee behavior.

The way

in which student - teacher - materials interactions could occur can be demon-

-7/
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strated from section II (Figure 1).

For example, the teacher could ask,

"What hypothesis is von Frisch proposing to test?"

the basis of a pubtem for each student.
are:

"How can I find out?"

hypothesis?"

The question forms

Other aspects of that problem

How will I know that this is the

"What is an hypothesis?"

Etc., etc.

By identify-

ing and verbalizing certain phrases in ttse textual materials, the student
hypothebize6 a solu'zion to the problem.

In this case, he may state, "Von

Frisch's hypothesis is that bees use olfaction to locate food."

Another

student, who has looked elsewhere might assert the following, "His hypothesis
is that bees receive direction as well as distance information from the dance."
Each participant then seeks specific terms, words, or phrases which are data
relevant to the problem and act as evidence supportive of his hypothesis.

Varying intenputattono of these data could be made during argument requiring
a search for further data or a revision of original hypotheses.

This argu-

mentative phase of the instructional process reflects the debates which
exist within the scientific community about competing theories.

The out-

,

comes of such a procedure aye the etaim each student makes regarding what
he knows about the problem.

Furthermore, this instructional process pro-

vides for some degree of understanding of how he acquired that knowledge.

Within the discussion group, the outcomes of an argument could terminate
as consensus among group members or as informed choices by individuals
concerning alternative knowledge claims.

The teacher's introdqction describes the role of the teacher in enquiry
discussion as critical.

Clearly, two prerequisite functions for the teacher

would be an understanding and assimilation of a mode of analysis appropriate
to biological enquiry and the development of effective techniques of discussion.

The project has produced a 16 m.u. film, Enquiky into Enquitty, and

the teacher's edition of the unit to contribute to these activities.

A

manual, prepared for teacher education, accompanies the film and provides
background information, analysis of the discussion, and topics for teacher
discussion.

Within the discussion (according to the teacher's introduction), the
teacher's authority is directed toward the way arguments are advanced.= In
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this capacity, he is to indicate the soundness of the argument, the nature
of the evidence, the logical connections with the general problem etc.
In general, the teacher assists students in building arguments.

Transcripts

from the filmed class discussion are presented in the manual and techniques
of conducting the discussion are analyzed.
As indicated previously, the Honey Bee Communication unit has a format
which facilitates a discussion mode.

The student questions, textual material

to be analysed, analysis, and possible answers are presented as columns on
opposing pages (Figure 1).
to this type of instruction.

This style would aid the teacher who is naive
Considering the discussion problem presented

by the teacher (above), the following subsequent questions could be used
to direct instruction:

"What evidence from the writings supports your statement?"
"Compare your evidence with that used by X in his argument."
"What evidence is there that both arguments are possible solutions
to the problem?"
If this type of procedure were used, the teacher could shape and refine the
students' arts and skills of recovering meaning and hence contribute to goals
three and four.
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IV COMPARISON AND EVALUATION

1. Phito4ophical Stance
"an
Although many of the new secondary school science curricula cite
objective,
understanding of the nature of scientific enquiry" as a major
Study,
Herron has found that three major curriculum projects (PSSC, CHEM
BSCS Blue) contain very limited conceptions of and diverse accounts of

enquiry.8

Having developed a conceptual frameworkrior analyzing accounts

compiete and cohaent
of scientific enquity, he tested it on four Itea4onahty
Pierce
diveAgent accounts o6 Acientigc enquiry (those of Dewey, Einstein,
His scheme inr
and Whewell) before applying it to the science curricula.
volved the identification of five "commonplaces" of enquiry - Agent, Method,
Scientific Data, Scientific Knowledge, Dynamics of Revision - and appropriate
compatible with the variety of
subcategories. He found his scheme to be
represented in
conceptions of the "scientist-philosophers" yet very poorly
the modern science curricula.

These outcomes, coupled with those of a

study involving science teachers, led him to conclude that the current
"Acience a4 enquive 44
.
teaching] .
opmationat eliliectivene44 . . .
Nighty queationabZe.

The philosophical stance of a science Curriculum may be regarded as
It is
the way in which it presents a "structure of scientific knowledge."
which
the manner in which conceptual knowledge structures are presented
allows one to assess its philosophical position. This unit consistently
presents knowledge claims as contingent upon the substantive structures
governing the enquiry, the discrimination of data as dependent upon starting
cognitive
points, the diversity of verification and discovery processes, the
of
biases of enquirers, the nature of debate, and the revisionary aspect
In short, it demonstrates substantial elements of
scientific knowledge.
Herron's "commonplaces" of enquiry. Furthermore-, the unit presents science
as student enquiry.

Through use of the original research reports and an

in the
enquiry mode of instruction, it can provide for student involvement
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These same elements of enquiry can, thus, become "common-

enquiry process.

places" of instruction.

In this respect, the philosophical stance of the

unit may become not only a view of enquiry but an experience of it.

Connelly

asseiLs that this experience can yield a:

4eeond-otdet knototedge [which] attom bon the cuttieutat
.
.
.
the wattantahLtity o6 a knowledge cairn bon on
a44e44ment
a44e44ment o6 the grounding tetationzhip o6 the claim in &Let,
and icon the cm/Lieu/art a44e44ment of the conception and patteu
oi enquity that ptace4 and give4 meaning to the ctaim.9
An examination of the written material of this unit indicates that it has
the potential for achieving this.

2. Suitabitity bon Intended Student Poputationd

The rationale guiding the development of this modular unit and the broad
population for which it is intended suggest that considerable attention be directed
toward specific situations in which it is to be used.

Furthermore, the way in which

it is used with various student groups is an important factor in assessing
this dimension.

This unit is not intended for a full course of studies nor

does it constitute a full semester's work.

It could, however, become a

substantial portion of a one semester general science course.

The content of the unit represents an in-depth treatment of a topic
in animal behavior.

For a younger student pop-lazion, it could provide for

a major in-depth portion of a general survey course in biology.

For an

advanced science course it might constitute one aspect of other similar
studies.

The reeling level is appropriate for a grade ten student, although

certain terms in the original writings may require some investigation as
to specific usage.

The consistent use of such terms throughout the textual

material of the unit facilitates the understanding of terms in cow

.

The sequence of sections is appropriate to the development of knowledge
of bee behavior and to the enquiry theme of the unit.

Von Frisch's enquiries

are presented, then the challenging enquiries of Wenner and Johnson, and
finally the subsequent debate.

The nature of the student questions is ap-

propriate to this development.
The unit appears most suitable for grades tel

adapted to fit one grade higher or lower.

to twelve but could be
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3. Compaitition teith

MIRA Cwoicuta

Comparison of five popular biology textbooks with Honey Bee Communication
yielded the following information concerning the nature of enquiry into bee
feeding behavior:

Table II
-Guiding
Conception

Text

Problem

Data

Interpretation

Knowledge
Claims

BSCS Green
BSCS Blue

*

*

*

BSCS Yellow

*

*

*

Modern Biology

*-

Biology

*

H.B. Communication

*

*

*

*

*

*

BSCS Gneen10 does not deal with bee feeding behavior.

Modern Biotogy

considers only the knowledge-outcomes of von Frisch and treats his enquiry
as a discovery of facts.

The following statements exemplify the treatment:

Evidence indicates that bees communicate with one another through
the cattying out ag a compticated set og dances. When a wotket
aetuans to the hive, she can ingotm the othet woakets og the kind
and amount og neon avaitabte, how gat away it ids, and in what
ditecteipn. To do this, she dances on the veaticat soktace og the

comb."
No mention of the enquirers, conceptions, problem, data or interpretations
are made.

According to this account, the outcomes are conclusive discoveries

which have achieved the status of "fact."

The curricular implication is

that such outcomes are "facts to"learned" because they are "facts which are
known."

&o Logy considers primarily the knowledge outcomes of von Frisch and
treats his enquiry as a discovery of facts.

It appears to consider the bee

communication problem as one of continuing discovery.

For example, it does

not. seem to consider the enquiries of Wenner and Johnson as competitive but

as complimentary to von Frisch's conception.

Consider the following state-

ments:

Foathet experiments cteaaty revealed the method by which a worker
bee can diaect ahem .to the solace og good.
(the mote dance
inteapaetation 44 given) . . . Sevetat recent eve/amen/4 indicate
that bees may also ase other clues in locating good. Such things
44 hive odors and good odors may be clam that also hetg bees oaient
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to a Lood solace.

.

.

.

Vanious experiments have congtmed this

idea."
This text summarizes the knowledge outcomes of all enquirers in a
marginal note of the teacher's edition in a form suggestive of one comprehensive theory which is gradually becoming more completely understood
with the contributory outcomes of each investigation.

BSCS Yellow" presents a diagramatic illustration of the problem of
bee feeding behavior and indicates that Wenner and Johnson produce different
outcomes than von Frisch.

A number of "open-ended" questions are presented

which suggest this to be an important part of enquiry and that the outcomes
However, no actual data is provided for the student

are somewhat tentative.

to make his own interpretation.
BSCS Blue presents, in detail, the distance-direction theory of von Frisch

and, to a lesser extent, it outlines Wenner's and Johnson's alternative theory.
Consider, for example, the following statements:

16 this theory proves connect, bees use the most abstract method
oi communication o6 any animal other than man. Some new evidence
has appeased, however, that suggests that the dance does not comAn atteAnate
.
municate distance on diuction to a pod source
the/MOke
being
6otmed
to
exptain
how
the
bees
Locate the
theory
600d sounce.14
Although this text represents the nature of bee feeding enquiry in a more
valid form than the four previously mentioned texts, it concludes with
the following statements:
you can 'see then that doubt still. exists about how bees communicate.
What caused this doubt to develop? 'Coutd di66etent vanietits o6 bees
pAoduce di156eAent Aeautto? What about a di66etence in the bees' envionment? On a di66etence in the way the expeAinent6 were de4igned?
Went att vaniabtes well controlled, iot example? Could the Same
genetat obsetvations be interpreted dibceftentty b diiiietent &se/wens?
nLght on can they both be tight?15
Which theory

But the text provides no original data, no indication that the enquirers'
viewed the problem differently, no comparative outlines of the differing
experimental designs.
questions?
.

.

.

How, then, can the student answer such

What provision has been made for the student to "see than doubt

exists"?

What provision have the authors made for the student to know?

The curricular outcomes of these questions are not that diversity of knowledge
claims can exist because of diverse enquiries.

These questions are "open-

ended" in the sense that no means for finding answers has

been provided.
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And finally, consider the following concluding statements of this section
in the text:

You might ask, "Do bees really communicate?" The answer must
organized society and thei4
be "Yes." Otherwise, thei4 high
mate system would be imposafilee.16
This author would claim that such statements are inadmissable in a book which
claims to demonstrate the nature of scientific enquiry. They are interpretations devoid of factual data and, in a curricular
freedom with respect to these ideas.

sense, restrict student

Such statements provide inaccurate

" second-order knowledge" about the nature of scientific enquiry.

Examination of these various textual accounts indicates that Honey Bee
Communication gives the most adequate account of bef feeting behaviour as
it is currently known and the most appropriate account of how it is known.
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OUTCOMES

The data for this analysis has been obtained from the Honey Bee
Communication unit materials and the additional sources cited.

The

conceptual scheme provided a useful means for description and evaluation.
The unit presents an in-depth treatment of biological knowledge
concerning bee feeding behavior and the nature of the enquiries generating
that knowledge.

The content of the materials and the stated objectives

are consistent with the rationale of the project.

The potential for

achieving the objectives depends, in part, upon the use of an enquiry
discussion as instructional mode.

The materials contribute to such a

teaching strategy and to the philosophical stance of the project.
unit appears most suitable for grades ten to twelve.
five popular biology textbooks,

In contrast to-

Honey Bee Communication_ is most

adequate and appropriate for the content considered.
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Section II:

Answers to Questions

Analysis

WEIGH DO DENS USE TO LOCATE FOO
LANGUAGE OR OLFACTION?
FAN

VON

EP Ennwrs I

The question whether the newcomers-ma
receiving information about the dietanos o
feeding place by the dances or whether the
guided into the neighbourhood of the oolle
by means of their scent organ, was deterni
experiments moo to be discomted.4 I though
observation posts at the same distance as r
place, but in a different direction, would
whether bees knew in which direction they
search or whether they merely followed their

1.0

1.

De is actually proposing to test two hypotheses:

1.0 "on Frisch continued to consider both language
and olfaction hypotheses.

(a) The null hypothesis (i.e., the one that he

expects to disprove) is that bees use olfaction
to locate food.

(b) His hypothesis is that bees receive direction

1.1

set up additional observation posts in different

as well as distance information from the

The arrangement of the experiment*
further observation
before, but we
the 16th of August 1944, a group of seven
bees of a Krainer colony at_B (in a Zandn

2.1

directions from the hive.

dance.
2.

In order to test these competing hypotheses, he

He added more observation costs in different
directions

1.11

He found that most recruit. went to the observation
post (scented dish) most proximate to the feeding
place of the trained foragers.

collected at the feeding place F at a 4.
The base of the dish was scented
150 m.
drops ofpeppsTmint oil. A peppermint
was placed in the grass at four observation
whose position is shown in Pip. R. In the
during which we fed the numbered begs with
1.11 molar solution, 106 neuctimere arrived
During the same hour and the fel
killed.
hour 20 bees arrived at the observation

'vet Frisch, Dances of Healey Nees, 19-31.
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Section II:

WHICH DO REES USE TO LOCATE FOOD:
LANGUAGE OR OLFACTION?

YOH FRISCH'S

FAN EXPERIMEntS1

The question whether the newcomer* are really
receivin,7 fnfmetation about the distance of the
feeding pZace by the dances or whether they are only
guided into the neighbourhood of the collecting place
by means of their scent organ, was determined by
experiments now to be discussed.; I thought that
observation posts at the eons distance as the feeding
place, but in a differen.. airection, would show
whether bees knew in wh:on direction they had to
search or whether they merely followed their noses.

1.0

finesse

ses, he
afferent

The arrangement of the experiment* remained as
On
before, but we added further observation volts.
seven numbered
the 16th of August 1944, a group of
Lees of a Xrainer colony at B (in a Zander hive)
collected at thi feeding place F at a distance of
few
150 m. The base of the dish was scented with a
drops of -erpermint oil. A peppermint scented plate
was placed in the grave at four observation posts
Jhose_gosition ie sham in Pig. 9. In the one hour
during which we fed the numbered bees with a 2
2.22 molar solution, 106 newcomers arrived and ware

1.1

observation
he feeding

ha*

During the same hour and the following
hour 20 bass arrived at the observation post 15 m.
killed.

Ivan Frisch, Dances of Honey Rees, 19-31.

SI.

what hypothesis Is von Frisch proposing to test?

42.

mow has he altered his expetinental design?

Figure 2 - Experimental Data

TABLE 3
Experiment No.

Date

7

8.6.45
11 and 12.6
12.6

8 and 9
10

14 .6

11

15.6
16.6

13
16

17, 18
19. 20

16. 6

17 and 18.6
18. 6

21

23
24

26
28
31
34

37

.

18.6
19.6
19.6
21.6
21.6
22.6

23.6

f

Distance of feeding
place from hive
100 nt.
150 in.
200 In.
300 rn.
400 In.
500 m.
600 fn.
700 tn.
850 rn.1

90" tn.

106.. tn.
1100 ru.
1200 In.
1300 in.
1400 m.
1500 in.

Average No. of

No. of individual
observations on which

ereeePer Mews' the average is based '
10.9
8.7
8,3

7.6
6.6
6.2
6,9
5.0
4.8
4,7
4,5
4.5
4,2
4,3
4.1

4.0

1 Instead of at 800 in., where there was a swamp.

9
12
16
29

24
31

33
23
34
33
30
37
15
54
68
31

Figure 3 - Bee Communication of
Direction
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DANCE
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FIG. 17

DANCE

SUM

Four examples of indication of direction. _The sun is to the southeast of the hive. The diagram in each lower left hand corner shows
schematically the direction of the waggle donee for a given position
of the feeding place.

Figure 4

Bee Dances

ROUND DANCE. performed by moving in

WAGGING DANCE indicate% &dance and

alternating circles to the left and to the

direction of a nectar source farther away.
Bee moves in a straight line. wagging her

right, is used by honeybees to indicate the
presence of a nectar source .near the hive.

abdomen. then returns to her starting point.
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